NAME

COST DESCRIPTIONS

1" Round Magnet Set

$0.65

1" Pinback Button Set

$0.15

1" Black Versa-Back

$0.25

Ceramic Magnet

$0.35

Button Ring set

$1.00

Earing Set

$0.60

Round MagTag

$1.20

1" Magneta Snap Pendant Kit

$7.00

Jumbo Paper Clip Bookmark

$0.40

Jumbo Paper Clip Bookmark Kit

$0.75

1/2" Deluxe Foam Disks with Tab

$0.10

1" Round Medallion Button Set

$0.15

1" Metal Flatback Set

$0.25

1" Versa-Back Zipper Pull Set

$0.35

1" Versa-Back Split Keyring Set

$0.40

Complete magnet set includes: Shell, Collet, Mylar and NEW stronger self adhesive peel and stick
magne
Sets Include: Shell, Mylar, Collet, Pin.
Black plastic Versa-Back snaps into a finished 1" collet or 1.5" versa-back button to make keychains,
zipper pulls and more. PLASTIC SNAP ONLY.
Super strong ceramic magnet works with 1". No glue or adhesive is needed, but can be used to
permanently attach magnet to buttons.
Adjustable stylish silver tone button ring. For use with 1" medallions and 1" flatback buttons. For ages
13yrs and up. RING ONLY
All new surgical steel earring sets are quick and easy with pre-attached adhesive disk, post and
clutch.To be used with 1" Medallion Button Sets or Flat Backs - sold separately . Earrings $0.44.
Round MagTags naturally attract to the back of a metal button and include an adhesive-backed metal
plate that can be used for non-metallic surfaces. The adhesive metal plate is not required for use with
metal button backs. T the perfect solution for anyone who prefers not to use a pin when wearing a
button or badge, they are the key to our all new Mask Tags! Stick your smaller buttons on hats, jackets
and shirts in even the most delicate fabrics
1 piece kit: 1 Magneta Snap Pendant, 1 Ceramic Magnet, 10 Mylar, Shells and Collets
Shiny silver metal bookmark includes an attached blank pad that measures .62" and can accommodate
buttons in sizes 1"comfortably. Use with a 1" plastic back medallion or 1" metal flatback. Overall
paperclip length is 3.5". Bookmark ONLY
Kit includes 1 bookmark + 1" plastic back medallion Button Set
Deluxe 1/2" Foam Disks with Easy Pull Tab. Apply flatback buttons or medallions to Jumbo Paper Clip
Bookmarks and other flat surfaces using our new deluxe double-sided foam discs. Perfectly sized for
smaller projects with a super sticky adhesive to hold buttons to Jumbo Paper Clip Bookmarks without
messy glue. Easy pull tabs allow you to apply adhesive without touching surface area.
1 Inch Medallion Set Includes: Front Shell, Flat Plastic Back and Mylar. A 1" crimp die adapter insert (included
free with new 1' button machines) is required for assembly.
Complete metal flatback set includes: Front Shell, Mylar and Metal Flatback. Metal Flatbacks can be
used as tokens, glued to flat surfaces or as an accessory to our Badge Reels and Button Bracelets.
Complete set includes Shell, Mylar, Collet, Black Plastic Versa-Back and Zipper Pull. To assemble,
simply snap the Versa-Back into a finished 1" collet button, then apply accessory.
Complete set includes Shell, Mylar, Collet, Black Plastic Versa-Back, Plastic Tab, and Split Key Ring.
To assemble, simply snap the Versa-Back into a finished 1" collet button, then apply accessory.

Lapel Pin Sets

$0.50

Thumbtacks with Adhesive Backs

$0.35

Lapel Pins provide a sturdy foundation for your custom design button to be worn on your shirt, jacket,
collar, hat, sash, backpack or anywhere you want to show your personality, support your cause,
promote an event or show off that achievement award! Easy to use, sets include: Foam backed peel
and stick 7/16" head diameter x 5/16" long stem with pinch-style clutch. Works with 1" medallions.
$0.11 medallion cost added to overall kit cost
Foam backed peel and stick 7/16" head diameter x 5/16" long stem thumb tack. Works with 1"
medallions

